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ABSTRACT
The primary objective of this study was to identify the influence of rainfall induced
overflowed sewer on Tokyo Bay water quality. To attain the objective emphasis was given
to numerical simulation using mainly E. coli and Adenovirus as an indicator. Due to
difficulties in intensive monitoring, field study was done just 5 days in November 2007
after an antecedent rainfall. But that data was not sufficient to validate the numerical model.
So to validate the model a secondary observation data of 2004 was used. The observation
result during the present field study in 2007 was used only to understand the general trend
and as a supportive data to discuss the research outcomes.
From the observed data it was found that water quality parameters, water nutrients and
pathogen level in the water column were highly affected after rainfall. After a storm effect
the pathogen level in water column increased significantly and in most cases it surpluses
the environmental quality standard for coastal water. Observed data after a rain event show
a significant relative increase in the pathogen contamination in the Bay water, near to the
mouth of Sumida River and adjacent area of STPs. The higher plume remains two to five
days after the beginning of the runoff. There are many factors that play a role in the
pathogen contamination at the mouth of the river. These include, but are not limited to,
rainfall intensity, river flow, tidal level and wind direction and speed.
Frequent sampling and intensive monitoring is required to characterize the dynamics and
distribution of contaminants adequately. But that is virtually very difficult and nearly
impossible. To avoid this, a three dimensional hydrodynamic, water quality model coupled
with a pathogen model was used. The simulations were done with two nested domains. The
first domain covers the whole bay (grid size was 2km) and the second domains for only
Odaiba area using a higher resolution (grid size 100m) with 10 sigma layers. The model
was calibrated and validated using observed secondary data. The model performs well in
predicting pathogen plumes resulting from the stormwater discharges to the shore area of
Odaiba. Field observations for Fecal Coliforms in storm water outfall plumes indicate that
the model predicted pathogen concentrations are reasonable. The upper limits predicted by
the model and those measured in the field are in good agreement. The model results show
the typical two to three-day wet weather effect of stormwater discharges where as observed
data shows that the effects remain longer in surface water.
Storm induced discharge from river and pumping stations and influence of tide and current
was identified as the dominant factor. The distributions and dynamics of pathogen were
found very complex. Modeling result shows that high pathogen levels are not necessarily
tied with amount of rainfall. Even in small precipitations, pathogen concentration can
increase significantly. These kinds of results would be impossible to understand only from
observation. The model successfully captured complex distributions of pathogen and
helped our understanding of pathogens contaminations.
III

This study demonstrated the utility of hydrodynamic and water quality modeling for
predicting spatial and temporal patterns of pathogen in the coastal water. The factors
affecting pathogen concentration will vary from system to system, but this study
demonstrated that pathogen distribution and patterns can be explained using present
modeling technology. This technology can be considered as a potential alternative to
monitoring, in managing coastal water.
As, big storm event is not so frequent and loadings from bigger storms usually represent
only a small fraction of the total annual CSO, relatively smaller size of low cost storage
reservoir can be effective to address most of the CSO problem caused by small and frequent
storm events. For big storm case, swimming should be avoided until at least 3 days
following a big storm.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
Coastal zones contain rich resources to produce goods and services and are home to
most commercial and industrial activities. Many big cities of the world are located near
coastal zones which is a dynamic area of natural change and of increasing human use. It
is estimated that nearly two-thirds of the world's population lives within 100 miles of an
ocean, inland sea or major freshwater lake and three-quarters of the world population
expected to reside in the coastal zone by 2025 (Gommes, et. al., 1998). Human
activities impose an enormous amount of pressures on coastal zones.
Tokyo Bay is a semi-enclosed coastal sea, surrounded by one of the world’s most
urbanized areas (the Tokyo Metropolitan area) with a population of approximately 26
million. Annually, approximately 2 km3 of sewage effluents drain into the inner part of
the bay directly or via rivers (Managaki et. al., 2006). Thus, Tokyo Bay receives
enormous pollutant load via both sewers and rivers and is considered the most polluted
bay of Japan. Effluents released into the bay water pose a risk of pathogen
contamination and human disease. This risk is increased for Tokyo Bay as it receives
Combined Sewer Overflows (CSO’s) during storms.
Tokyo’s Bureau of Sewerage employs a combined system in which both storm water
and sanitary waters are flows through the same pipelines. During storms, enormous
amounts of raw sewage have been overflowing directly into Tokyo Bay without being
treated at the Sewage Treatment Plants (STPs). Because the transient but vast amounts
of waste water during storms exceeds the capacity of sewerage system.

1.2 What is a Combined Sewer Overflow?
A CSO is a discharge from a combined sewer system directly into a waterway. A
combined sewer system is designed to collect a mixture of rainfall runoff, domestic and
industrial wastewater in the same pipe for conveyance to a wastewater treatment plant
(MWRDGC, 2006).
A CSO may occur during heavy rainfalls when the inflow of combined wastewater
exceeds the capacity of the combined sewer system and the wastewater treatment plant.
Figure 1.1 shows the combined and separated type of sewer system.
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Fig. 1.1 combined (left) and separated (right) type of sewerage pipe (Onozawa, 2005)

The CSO outfalls to the waterway act as relief points for the excess flow in the sewers,
thereby reducing the frequency and severity of sewer backups and flooding.

1.3 Impact of CSO
Many people visit to sea shore for recreation and consume sea foods. But the water
bodies like Tokyo Bay that receive CSO contain pathogens which may cause many
human diseases. Recreational Water Illness (RWI), caused by exposure to pathogens in
surface waters, is a major public health concern. Common RWIs in the United States
include diarrhea, respiratory, skin, ear and eye infections and other illnesses (CDC,
2004). It may also cause temporary water quality degradation in the waterways.
Concerns over RWIs lead to a significant number of beach closings all over the world.
In 2002, 25% of surveyed beaches had at least one advisory or area closed, mostly
(75%) due to elevated bacteria (USEPA, 2003). About 13% of streams and 17% of
estuaries are considered impaired because of pathogens (USEPA, 2004).
Many locations, including the lower Charles River in Boston are permanently closed to
swimming (Hellweger and Masopust, 2008). Swimming, surfing or other activities
should be avoided and is not recommended, particularly during and immediately after
rainfall.
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1.4 Status of Tokyo sewerage system
The Kanda district sewer was the first Japanese modernized sewerage system
constructed more than a century ago. A 100% sewerage system development for the
Tokyo wards area reached in 1995. Scales of sewerage system are total length of sewers
by 15,000 km, numbers of pumping stations by 78 and numbers of wastewater treatment
plants by 14 (Sugita et. al., 2003).
The total daily discharge of the huge STPs in the Tokyo metropolitan area (Fig. 1.2)
amounts to more than 4 million m3, which is comparable to the total water volume from
some of the main rivers flowing into Tokyo Bay (Bureau of Sewerage, TMG, 2005).
Some of the wards have large lowland areas posing a high risk of flooding, and in the
development of this vast sewer system great emphasis was laid on flood protection
measures in concern with wastewater disposal. In view of this, the combined sewer
system, which collects both wastewater and storm water, was adopted. As a result, most
of the sewer system now consists of combined sewers, while the separate sewer, which
is reputedly superior to the combined sewer in terms of pollution prevention, accounts
for only 18% (Sugita et. al., 2003).

Fig. 1.2 Tokyo waste water treatment plant and pumping stations
There are approximately 800 points releasing combined sewerage overflow (CSO) in
the Tokyo metropolitan area, with some of the major outfalls causing 30 to 50 CSO
events every year around Tokyo Bay (Bureau of Sewerage, TMG, 2005).
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1.5 Background and purpose of the study
Though the sewerage system of Tokyo metropolitan is well established, water quality
degradation of Tokyo Bay is still taking place. The reason behind this is the overflowed
sewer during storms (Fig.1.3). This overflowed sewage contains pathogens that are
unhygienic for beach swimmers. To decrease the risk from introduced pathogens, monitoring
that is both well designed and routine is essential.

Fig.1.3. CSO event due to heavy rain and beach of Odaiba, Tokyo Bay (Onozawa, 2005)

Although studies have examined the influences of storm water and CSO in terms of the
release of microbial pathogens and anthropogenic compounds into Tokyo Bay, routine
water quality monitoring has been conducted only under clear weather conditions.
Therefore, little is known about the influences of storm water or CSO on the aquatic
environment of Tokyo Bay. Moreover, it is difficult to accurately estimate CSO and the
consequent flux of the pollution load into Tokyo Bay, because there is no system in
place to measure water levels and flow rates of overflowed sewers during transient
storm events (Maki, et. al., 2007).
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In addition, the physical environments of urban coastal zones vary widely depending on
time and location. Their complicated geographical features border both inland and outer
oceans, and so both inland and outer oceans affect them. For example, tidal currents,
this is a dominant phenomenon in this area, oscillate according to diurnal periods. Even
if the emitted levels of pathogens were constant and we could monitor the levels of
pathogen indicator organisms at the same place, they would fluctuate according to tidal
periods. Density stratification also changes with the tides (Onozawa et. al., 2005).
A surprising number of pathogens have been reported in the sea, measuring these
pathogens is difficult and time consuming — not least because such pathogens typically
exist in a “viable but non-culturable” (VBNC) state. Consequently, the frequent
measurement of pathogens is needed to discuss the risk pathogens pose in urban coastal
zones. However, this kind of frequent monitoring appears to be impossible (Onozawa et.
al., 2005).
Current laboratory methods for monitoring bacterial indicators require at least 24 h of
incubation, which results in delayed results (Hellweger and Masopust, 2008).
Moreover, some recent studies (Boehm et. al., 2002; Olyphantand Whitman, 2004)
showed that there is a poor correlation between pathogen concentration on the sampling
date and the next day when the results are available. The studies demonstrated the utility
of modeling for estimating pathogen indicators. They also showed that concentration of
the indicator organisms is typically a function of dynamic interacting processes. These
processes operate at time and space scales not resolved by typical monitoring programs.
So modeling can be a good alternative to solely monitoring.
To conclusively establish the ability of numerical modeling to represent the complex
dynamic processes, the models should be tested at the spatial and temporal scale of the
processes. In other words, observations that resolve plumes and peaks in space and time
are needed.
Recent studies have shown that the fecal indicator bacteria (FIB) currently used to
indicate coastal recreational water quality throughout the world may be inadequate to
reflect human viral contamination (Jiang et. al., 2007). Coliform standards often fail to
predict the occurrence of many waterborne human pathogens, such as pathogenic
bacteria, the protozoan parasites Cryptosporidium and Giardia, and enteric viruses,
which are most often the cause of disease from recreational exposure. Furthermore,
traditional bacterial indicators generally die off quickly in marine water compared to
viruses and protozoa (Fong et. al., 2004). Therefore, viruses are suspected to be
important causative agents of waterborne illness along with coliforms.
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Enteric viruses are more resistant than many other sewage-associated pathogens and
bacterial indicators to extreme environmental conditions and conventional wastewater
treatment, such as chlorination, UV radiation, and filtration (Thurston-Enriquez et. al.,
2003). These viruses can also remain infective for long periods in the environment and
have been reported to survive for up to 130 days in seawater, up to 120 days in sewage,
and up to 100 days in soil at 20 to 30°C (Bosch et. al., 1995; Wetz et. al., 2004). These
survival periods surpass those reported for fecal coliform and other indicator bacteria in similar
environments (Fong et. al., 2005).

Moreover, human adenoviruses are the only human enteric viruses that contain doublestranded DNA instead of RNA, potentially are more stable in various environments, and
are more resistant to UV irradiation and other water purification treatments than other
human enteric viruses, because they are able to use the host cell DNA repair mechanism
to repair damage in their DNA caused by UV irradiation (Gerba et. al., 2002). Therefore,
the traditional bacterial indicators are not adequate to reflect the presence of pathogenic viruses.

Present study presents a case study in the inner Tokyo Bay to explain CSO events using
E. coli and Adenovirus (AdV) as an indicator. The goal of the research was to determine
and understand the important dynamic processes and modeling approach to support
public health risk management (i.e. beach closing) for sailors, sea surfers and beach
swimmers.
To achieve the goal, a three-dimensional hydrodynamic and water quality model coupled
with a pathogen model at comparable resolution was applied. Field observations were
also conducted to monitor the influences of storm water and CSO and to validate the
numerical modeling.
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1.6 Objectives
The objective of the study is to assess the influence of rainfall and CSO on Tokyo
Bay by analyzing storm water which carries uncontrolled risk factor/agent at Tokyo
Bay.
The specific objectives of this study are as follows:


To understand the dynamics and distribution (timing & extent) of CSO
responsible for water quality degradation by numerical simulation using E. coli
and Adenovirus as an indicator.



To determine the conditions (tide, wind, amount of rainfall) that are dominant
factor for variations of water quality component.



To find the appropriate CSO control technique for Tokyo Bay and provide a
guideline (i.e safe time and location) for the sea surfers and swimmers.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Overview of coastal zone pollution
In recent years there has been an increased public awareness and concern regarding the
pollution of coastal and inland waters, particularly where the waters have become
increasingly used as receiving waters for the discharge of domestic effluents, industrial
by-products, agricultural run-off and urban drainage (Harris et. al., 2004).

Oceans adjacent to large urban areas, or “urban oceans”, are the final repositories of
pollutants from a myriad of point and nonpoint sources of human waste. In spite of
continuing improvements in control of point-source pollution, the water quality goals
and designated uses of the receiving waters are unattainable without some advanced
control of non-point-source (NPS) pollution. In urban areas, the most significant source
of NPS pollution is urban runoff, which may reach the receiving waters either as
discharges of storm water (SW) from storm sewers, or as combined sewer overflows
(CSOs) (Marsalek, 2004).

A broad spectrum of contaminants is discharged into the coastal zone via direct
discharge of sewage effluents or rivers receiving sewage. Sewage is known to be a
major contributor of pollutants to coastal waters, so gaining an understanding of the
spatial distribution and fate of sewage-derived contaminants in coastal zones is essential
to manage the coastal environment (Managaki et. al., 2006). Wet-weather pollution can
impact on receiving waters in many ways, the most difficult to control appears to be
microbiological pollution, particularly in the case of CSOs (Marsalek, 2004).

2.2 Pathogen as an indicator of coastal zone pollution
Fecal coliform bacteria and other bacterial indicators have been used by most water
quality regulators in the United States for over a century as standard tools to measure
fecal contamination (Fong et. al., 2005). Coastal recreational water quality standards in
California and throughout most of the world are based on the concentration of coliforms
or Enterococcus spp., known as fecal indicator bacteria (FIB) (Jiang et. al., 2007). The
discharge of viral pathogens in treated sewage is not regulated, and monitoring relies on
bacterial indicator detection to predict virus contamination (Griffin et. al., 2003).
However, the adequacy of current water quality standards to indicate the presence of
8

human viral pathogens is still questionable and it is now recognized that the absence or
low concentrations of FIB in water may not adequately reflect the absence of human
viruses (Jiang et. al., 2007).

Viruses are suspected to be important causative agents of waterborne illness; however,
viral diseases are hard to identify by current diagnostic techniques. It was estimated that
viral infection may be the causative agent of nearly 50% of all acute gastrointestinal
illnesses. Therefore, viral contamination of recreational coastal water is of particular
importance and is a rising public health concern (Jiang et. al., 2007).

Over 100 types of pathogenic viruses have been found in sewage-contaminated aquatic
environments. These viruses, collectively known as enteric viruses, are transmitted via
the fecal-oral route, and they infect and replicate in the gastrointestinal tract of the hosts.
Enteric viruses are excreted in high concentrations in human and animal feces and, in
certain cases, urine (Fong et. al., 2005). Enteric virus concentrations in raw sewage and
polluted surface water have been estimated at around 102 viral particles 100 ml-1 and 1
to 10 viral particles 100 ml-1 respectively (Straub and Chandler, 2003). According to
Griffin et. al., 2003, virus levels in wastewater range from 1.82 ×102 to 9.2 ×104 liter -1
in untreated sewage and from 1.0 ×103 to 1.0 ×102 liter -1 in treated wastewater
depending on the level of treatment.

Adenovirus can be a significant indicator to monitor recreational water quality are
commonly found in wastewater-impacted marine environments can cause a wide range
of disease types, including respiratory, ocular, and gastrointestinal infections (Griffin et.
al., 2003). Recent studies conducted in Europe have also suggested using adenoviruses
as an index of pollution of human origin in waters, given their high numbers in sewage
and contaminated aquatic environments and their unusual stability to chemical or
physical agents and adverse pH conditions, allowing for prolonged survival outside of
the body and water (Fong et. al., 2005). Adenoviruses have been found to survive three
to five times longer than poliovirus in seawater, wastewater, and tap water (Enriquez et.
al., 1995).

Numerous epidemiological studies have found swimmers to be at increased risk of
disease after swimming at polluted beaches. In Hong Kong it was estimated that
swimmers were 2 to 20 times more likely to exhibit eye, skin, and respiratory symptoms
than non swimmers (Kueh et. al., 1995). At a beach in Rams gate, United Kingdom,
24% of 1883 individuals reported at least one symptom of illness after swimming or
9

surfing at the beach and the relative risk was significant for bathers versus non bathers
(Balarajan et. al., 1991). A competitive race, Swim around Key West, Florida, US was
held in 1999. Surveys obtained from 160 swimmers who participated in the event
reported that 31% had a least one symptom of disease following the event (Nobles et.
al., 2000),

The contamination of marine waters with viruses has been, and will continue to be, an
important public health issue. The spread of viral diseases through recreational water
exposure and ingestion of contaminated shellfish is a primary public health concern.
The key to understanding and controlling viral contamination of our coastal
environments is the application of new tools for monitoring and studying these
microorganisms (Griffin et. al., 2003).

2.3 Studies related to pathogen level and distribution in coastal water
Barbé et. al. (2001) tested for correlation between fecal coliform and parameters such as
rainfall up to four days prior to the fecal coliform measurement, salinity, water
temperature and average daily wind speed in a shoreline study on the south shore of
Lake Pontchartrain, Louisiana, US. Fecal coliform concentrations were found to be wet
weather dependent. The study identified that fecal coliform levels were found to
increase only after a pumping event. It was also found that the fecal coliform levels
were a function of both rainfall amounts and salinity levels; a direct relationship exists
between fecal coliform levels and precipitation while an inverse relationship exists
between fecal coliform and salinity.

Lipp et. al. (2001) studied microbial pollution In Charlotte Harbor, Fla., found that an
increase in rainfall and river discharge due to the 1997 to 1998 El Nin˜o season
decreased estuarine salinity and increased the probability of detecting viable
enteroviruses.

A 3-year study of French coastal waters indicated that the presence of viruses
(enteroviruses, Human Adenovirus, Norwalk-like virus, astrovirus and rotavirus) in
shellfish usually coincided with incidence of human disease and episodes of rain. These
authors hypothesized that short, heavy winter rains caused an overload of sewage
treatment facilities, resulting in contamination of shellfish beds (Miossec et. al., 2000).
Whether the source of feces in a given region is due to indigenous wildlife or human
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populations, precipitation events have been shown to significantly influence microbial
water quality by increasing the bioload (Griffin et. al., 2003).

Hellweger and Masopust, 2008 observed a spatial and temporal patterns of E. coli in the
lower Charles River, Boston, USA. They used a mechanistic coupled hydrodynamic and
water quality model revealed that concentration of E-coli exhibits significant spatial and
temporal structure at scales not resolved by monitoring programs. Therefore, the
system should not be characterized as well-mixed and there is not a consistent
relationship between rainfall or input and elevated E. coli concentrations. Outfalls may
discharge rapidly and consistently after major storms, but the transport of the plume to
another location may be longer and more variable, depending on instream
hydrodynamic conditions. They also found that the Stony Brook and Muddy River are
the predominant source of E. coli to the basin and that the spatial and temporal patterns
are primarily driven by the hydrodynamics caused by operation of the New Charles
River Dam and wind conditions, and die-off.

In a similar manner, Liu et. al. (2006) used a model to demonstrate that the water
quality at a beach located between two pollutant sources can be influenced by either
source, depending on the current direction. McCorquodale et. al. (2005) also used a
model to demonstrate that instream transport can change significantly depending on the
hydrodynamic conditions.
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2.4 Review of some coastal ocean model
In connection with the consequential concerns relating to combating coastal pollution,
there are now a range of hydroenvironmetal challenges which are increasingly being
addressed world-wide. These challenges have resulted in a marked increase in the
emphasis being placed on the research, development and application of numerical (or
computer) models to predict complex flow fields and water quality indicator
distributions in coastal and estuarine waters.

The rapid advances in computer hardware and software, particularly over the past two
decades, have increased significantly the utilization of hydroenvironmetal models for
environmental impact assessment studies. In comparison with physical models,
numerical models involve modeling flow and pollutant transport processes at the
prototype scale, and are generally considerably less expensive and more flexible,
adaptable and portable. However, numerical models have disadvantages too. They
involve the solution of complex differential equations governing the conservation of
mass and momentum and the advection and diffusion of pollutants. The true solution of
the flow and pollutant transport processes depends upon how accurately the solution of
the equations and the equations themselves, reflect the actual flow and bio-chemical
processes within the coastal or estuarine basin. Uncertainties encompassed within such
models include: the fluid mechanics, e.g. turbulence; the physical processes, e.g. erosion
and deposition of cohesive sediments; the chemical and biological processes relating to
water quality parameters, e.g. decay rates for fecal coliforms; the numerical methods,
e.g. the treatment of mathematical discontinuities; and the inclusion of boundary
conditions, e.g. bathymetric data, currents, water levels, bed roughness lengths, etc.
(Harris et. al., 2004).

Estuarine, Coastal and Ocean Modeling System with Sediments (ECOMSED):

ECOMSED is a three-dimensional hydrodynamic and sediment transport model
developed by Blumberg and Mellor 1987. It includes separate modules for the
computation of hydrodynamics, wind induced waves, sediment transport, transport of
salinity, temperature, conservative and non conservative tracer, heat flux calculations,
and particle tracking. ECOMSED allows the use of orthogonal curvilinear grids in the
horizontal direction and is based on the sigma coordinate system in the vertical, making
it suitable for coastal applications. However, the standard release version of ECOMSED
does not allow simulating the wetting and drying of the grid cells in intertidal marshes
and tidal flats. The model formulation uses the finite control volume principle.
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The model has a two time step solution scheme. The horizontal (external) free surface
mode solves the depth-average surface wave equation using a small time step. The
internal mode solves the three-dimensional part using a much larger time step of the
order of 40 times the external time step. It is a three time level model and time stepping
is accomplished by the leap frog scheme.

Sediment module of ECOMSED allows to model cohesive and non-cohesive sediment
transport including the combined effect of currents and waves. This makes ECOMSED
ideal to model fate and transport of pathogens including the contribution of fecal
coliform from the sediment.

ECOMSED have been used in number of sediment transport studies. Lick et. al. (1994)
used ECOMSED to simulate the resuspension and transport of fine-grained sediments in
Lake Erie for a variety of wind conditions. The study found that major storms, despite
of their infrequent occurrence, contribute for most of the resuspension and transport of
fine-grained sediments in Lake Erie.

Both the near field and far field behavior of the Sand Island, Hawaii, and ocean outfall
plume were modeled by Connolly et. al. (1999). The three-dimensional circulation and
water quality model was applied to predict the fate of pathogenic organisms in the
vicinity of the outfall. Two nested numerical grids were generated for this application:
one for the circulation model that extended around the island, and a grid for the fate and
transport model that was more local in extent. The more extensive circulation model
grid was needed in order to correctly simulate the observed circulation patterns in
Mamala Bay. A conclusion of the study was that the Sand Island discharge was a
primary contributor of observed fecal coliform levels on eastern recreational beaches.
Other sources were identified as important for other beaches, and during storm events.
The contribution of sediment as a fecal coliform source was neglected in this study.
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2.5 Overview of the Present Numerical Model
Governing equations and boundary conditions:
All numerical ocean models solve one form or the other of the same equations for
oceanic motions, written in the coordinate frame of reference fixed to the rotating earth.
These equations are essentially Navier-Stokes equations with gravitational buoyancy
force (Archimedian force due to density stratification) and Coriolis force (from
fictitious accelerations generated due to the noninertial nature of the rotating coordinate
frame) prominent in the dynamical balance (Kantha and Clayson, 2000).

In addition to this an equation of state relating to the density of seawater to its
temperature and salinity (and pressure) and conservation equations for temperature and
salinity are solved. When simulations for chemical or biological components are desired,
conservation equations for the corresponding species are to be solved, with appropriate
source and sink terms (Asad, 2006).

The equation expressing the conservation of momentum can be written in tensor
notation as;

ρ

∂σ ij
∂u i
∂p
∂ui
− gρδ 3 j +
+ 2 ρε ijk Ω j u k = −
+ ρu j
∂xi
∂x j
∂x j
∂t

(2.1)

Here ρ is density of water, t is time, p pressure, Ωj is the component of the Earth’s
angular velocity and σij are the components of stress due to molecular viscosity.εijk =
+1, if i, j, k are in cyclic order andεijk = -1, if i, j, k are in anti-cyclic order and εijk = 0,
if any pair or all three indices have the same value; δ3i =1 when i = 3 and δ3 i = 0 for
otherwise.
Also, when µ is the molecular viscosity, the stress tensor σij , can be expressed in terms
of the rate of deformation of the fluid element by motion.
 ∂µ ∂u 
σ ij = µ  i + j 
 ∂x j ∂xi 

(2.2)
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An expansion into three equations can be made to obtain Navier-Stokes equation on
fplane, upon which the present model is based which are as follows:

∂u
∂
∂u
∂
∂u
∂u
∂u
∂u
1 ∂p ∂
∂u
+u
+v +w
= fv −
+ ( Ax ) + ( Ay ) + ( Az ) (2.3)
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z
ρ ∂x ∂x
∂x ∂y
∂y ∂z
∂z
∂v
∂
∂v
∂
∂v
∂v
∂v
∂v
∂v
1 ∂p ∂
+ u + v + w = fu −
+ ( Ax ) + ( Ay ) + ( Az )
ρ ∂y ∂x
∂z
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂x ∂y
∂y ∂z

(2.3)

∂w
∂
∂w
∂
∂w
∂w
∂w
∂w
∂w
1 ∂p ∂
+u
+v
+w
= −g −
+ ( Ax
) + ( Ay
) + ( Az
)
ρ ∂z ∂x
∂y
∂z
∂z
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂x
∂y

(2.4)

The conservation of mass can be expressed through the continuity equation
∂ρ ∂ρui
+
=0
∂t
∂xi

(2.5)

Which for an incompressible fluid become
(2.6)

∂ui
=0
∂xi

In expanded form the equation of mass-conservation;
∂u ∂v ∂w
+ +
=0
∂x ∂y ∂z

(2.7)

From hydrostatic pressure approximation,
∂P
= − ρg
∂z

(2.8)

Integrating between z to η
η

(2.9)

P(η ) − P( z ) = − ∫ ρg
Ζ
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As, at surface P(η ) = 0, is the constant reference density and ρ ' is the deviation from it
Equation (2.9) becomes:
η

− P( z ) = − g ∫ ( ρ 0 + ρ ′)dz
Ζ

η

P( z ) = ρ 0 g (η − z ) + g ∫ ρ ′dz

(2.10)

Ζ

η


 P 0 = ρ 0 g (η − z ), P′ = g ∫ ρ ′dz 
Ζ



In equation (2.3), Boussinesq approximation is used whereby density is held constant
except in the hydrostatic equation.

1 ∂p 1 ∂
=
( P0 + P′)
ρ ∂x ρ ∂x
η

1 ∂p 1 ∂ 
=
 ρ 0 g (η − z ) + g ∫ ρ ′dz 
ρ ∂x ρ 0 ∂x 
z

η

g ∂
∂
1 ∂p
ρ ′dz
= g (η − z ) +
ρ ∂x
ρ 0 ∂x ∫z
∂x
η

∂η g ∂
1 ∂p
ρ ′dz
=g
+
ρ ∂x
∂x ρ 0 ∂x ∫z
Similarly,

η

∂η g ∂
1 ∂p
ρ ′dz
=g
+
ρ ∂y
∂y ρ 0 ∂y ∫z

So the following two Boussinesq equations can be obtained from (2.3) and (2.4),
∂u
∂u
∂u
∂u
∂η g ∂ η
∂
∂u
∂u
∂
∂u
∂
+u
+v
+w
= fv − g
−
ρ ′gdz + ( Ax ) + ( Ay ) + ( Az )
∫
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂x ρ 0 ∂x z
∂x
∂x
∂y
∂y
∂z
∂z
(2.11)
∂v
∂v
∂v
∂η g ∂ η
∂v
∂
∂v
∂
∂v
∂v
∂
+ u + v + w = fu − g
−
ρ ′gdz + ( Ax ) + ( Ay ) + ( Az )
∫
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂y ρ 0 ∂y z
∂x ∂y
∂t
∂x
∂y ∂z
∂z
(2.12)
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Conversion into sigma coordinate system:
∂u
∂u
∂u
∂u
+u
+v +w
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z
=

 ∂u
∂u
∂u ∂σ
∂u ∂σ   ∂u
∂u ∂σ 
∂σ ∂u
+
+
+
+ u
 + v
+ w
∂t σ ∂σ ∂t z
∂z ∂σ
 ∂x σ ∂σ ∂x z   ∂y σ ∂σ ∂y z 

Here,σ& =

∂σ
∂σ
∂σ
∂σ
+u
+v
+w
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z

∂u
∂u
∂u
∂u
+u
+v +w
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z

=
z

∂u
∂u
∂u
∂u
+ v + σ&
+u
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂σ

(2.13)
σ

Equation 3.11 is now:
 ∂u
 ∂η ∂ ( Hu ) ∂ ( Hv) ∂ ( Hσ& ) 
∂u
∂u
∂u 
H +u
+ v + σ&
+
+
 + u +

∂σ 
∂σ& 
∂x
∂y
∂x
∂y
 ∂t
 ∂t
=H

=

∂u
∂u
∂u
∂u
∂H
∂ ( Hu )
∂ ( Hv)
∂ ( Hσ& )
+u
+u
+u
+u
+ Hu
+ Hv + Hσ&
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂σ
∂σ&

∂ ( Hu ) ∂ ( Huu ) ∂ ( Hvu ) ∂ ( Hσ&u )
+
+
+
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂σ

Similarly ,

(2.14)

∂ ( Hv) ∂ ( Huv) ∂ ( Hvv) ∂ ( Hσ&v)
+
+
+
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂σ

(2.15)

For the numerical solution of the above set of equations, traditionally two simplifying
approximations are used.

(i) Hydrostatic approximation:
It exploits the fact that the aspect ratio of oceans is small and hence the vertical motions
are small and also are further inhibited by gravitational forces under stable density
stratification. This means vertical accelerations are small and the fluid acts as though it
is under static equilibrium as far as vertical motion is concerned (Asad, 2006).
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According to Prudman (1953), it is assumed that there is perfect balance between
pressure gradient and gravity, in other words no acceleration in vertical direction.

(ii) Boussinesq approximation:
This approximation takes advantage of the fact that the density variations in the oceans
are small (less than 3% or so) and therefore the density can be considered to be constant,
except when body forces due to the motion of a density stratified fluid in a gravitational
field are concerned. In other words, changes in the mass or inertia of a fluid parcel due
to the changes in its density are negligible, while the same changes in density are
consequential when gravitational field are present (Kantha and Clayson, 2000). So,
following Boussinesq (1903), this approximation implies replacing ρ by a constant
reference density ρ0 everywhere except in terms involving gravitational acceleration
constant g.

Implementation of these two approximations and conversion into sigma coordinate
system leads to the following three governing equations where the first one (3.9) stands
for mass conservation and the later two (3.10) for the conservation of momentum;
∂ζ ∂ (uH ) ∂ (vH ) ∂ (σ&H )
+
+
+
=0
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂σ
≈
≈
≈
≈
≈
≈
 2≈
∂ ( H u ) ∂ ( H uu ) ∂ ( H u v) ∂ ( H u σ& )
δ u δ 2 u  1
δ2u
v H

+
+
+
= Hf   − ∇P + HAH  2 + 2  + Aσ
∂x
∂x
∂y
∂σ
δy  H
δσ 2
 δx
 −u  ρ



Where;
−

(2.16)

∇P

ρ

=−

g

ρ

′



ρ

ρ 

1



σ



(ρ 0 + σρ ′)∇ζ − ρ g (σ − 1)∇h − 1 ∇ H ∫ ρ ′gdσ 
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Boundary conditions:
Bottom friction is considered at bottom boundary condition:

τ xb
∂u
Aσ
=H
∂σ
ρ

(2.18)
(2.17)

τy
∂v
Aσ
=H
∂σ
ρ

b

Here,

τ xb = ρyb2u u 2 + v 2
τ yb = ρyb2 v u 2 + v 2
Bottom friction coefficient yb2 is taken as 0.0026 (Sasaki and Isobe, 1996).
Wind-stress is considered at surface boundary condition:

τ xs
∂u
=H
Aσ
∂σ
ρ
Aσ

Here,

(2.19)

τ
∂v
=H
∂σ
ρ

s
y

(2.20)

τ xs = τ s cosθ
τ ys = τ s sin θ
τ s = ρ a c f U 102

Wind drag coefficient f c is considered constant, 0.0012.
At lateral boundaries, normal velocities are set as zero and a free slip condition is
applied to the friction terms. At open boundary, velocity gradient is set as zero.
Vertical eddy viscosity and diffusivity are calculated from ‘zero equation’ mixing
length model (MLM) from Kolmogorov’s hypothesis of similarity based on Richardson
number and Monin-Obukhov’s similarity theory based on turbulent Prandtl number
(Sasaki and Isobe, 1996). Constant values of horizontal viscosity and diffusivity are
used.
A semi-implicit finite difference scheme is adopted where equations are discretized
explicitly in the horizontal direction and implicitly in the vertical direction. Staggered
Arakawa C grid is used with first order upwind scheme. The tri-diagonal formation of
the momentum equation is utilized and in combination with the mass conservation
equation, an algebraic equation is obtained where the only unknown is the surface
elevation in implicit form. This algebraic equation is solved through successive over
relaxation (SOR).
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Governing equations for Temperature and Salinity:

The governing equations for temperature and salinity in sigma coordinate system:
∂ ( HT ) ∂ (uHT ) ∂ (vHT ) ∂ (σ&HT )
+
+
+
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂σ

 ∂ 2T ∂ 2T  1 ∂
= HK H  2 + 2  + 2
∂y  H ∂σ
 ∂x

1 dq(σ )
 ∂HT 
+
 Kv
∂σ  ρC p dσ


(2.21)

∂ ( HS ) ∂ (uHS ) ∂ (vHS ) ∂ (σ&HS )
+
+
+
 ∂ 2 S ∂ 2 S  1 ∂  ∂HS 
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂σ = HK H  2 + 2  + 2
 Kv
 − RS
∂y  H ∂σ 
∂σ 
(2.22)
 ∂x
Boundary Conditions:
For conservation of temperature, sea surface boundary condition:

−

∂ (HT ) Qs
1
=
Kv
2
∂σ
ρC p
H

(2.23)

Net sea surface heat flux penetrating into the water column, Qs is expressed as follows;

Qs = (1 − A)Q A − QB − Qe − Qh

(2.24)

Albedo (A) is set as 0.02
For conservation of salinity, sea surface boundary condition:
−

1
∂ (HS )
Kv
= S (P − Erate )
2
∂σ
H

(2.25)

Here, Erate means evaporation rate.
Temperature and salinity equations (and also equations for other scalars) are discretized
in the same manner as the momentum equations, vertical diffusion and vertical
advection terms implicitly and other explicitly. The finite difference form shapes up a
system of tri-diagonal system of equations and is solved efficiently through TriDiagonal Matrix Algorithm (TDMA).
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2.6 CSO and its Control Mechanism

Urban runoff and CSOs are major contributors to water quality problems in coastal
urban areas. Stormwater and CSO abatement requirements should be based to the
greatest extent possible on an understanding of regional and local hydrology and coastal
oceanography. They should be designed in conjunction with other regional
environmental protection programs to produce the most cost-effective program for
achieving the desired level of protection for receiving waters (NRC, 1993).

Many cities in Japan including Tokyo have combined collection systems that carry both
stormwater and municipal sewage. During even small rainstorms, these systems can
overflow, discharging untreated sewage, industrial wastewater, and urban runoff into
nearby waterways.

The way in which urban runoff and CSOs affect receiving waters is significantly
different from continuous point loadings. Rainfall induced loads are not constant, but
intermittent, pulsed loads. In general the greatest concentrations of pollutants is
contained in the first flash of stormwater, with concentrations decreasing as a storm
continues. Reducing pollutant loads from unban runoff and CSOs is significantly more
challenging and potentially more costly than removing pollutants from municipal and
industrial wastewaters. Wastewater treatment processes are designed to treat relatively
constant and continuous flows, and perform poorly when subjected to the extreme
variations in flow that are characteristic of stormwater flows (NRC, 1993).

Currently, to mitigate CSO pollutions, the construction of storage tanks at 3 sites in
Tokyo has been planned by the Tokyo Metropolitan Government. Shibaura is the target
area of this plan around the Odaiba area. This plan for dealing with CSOs is not enough
to mitigate the effects of CSOs completely. Again given the cost of constructing storage
facilities on a large scale in urban areas, it is needed to deal with CSOs and to meet the
environmental protection requirements of a particular region in a cost-effective way.
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During wet weather, inflows may exceed the collection system’s capacity and trigger a
CSO. A typical CSO flow diagram is shown in the figure below (Fig. 2.1).

Fig. 2.1 A typical CSO flowchart (Fordiani, 2006)

There are different options to control CSOs.
1. Source controls,
2. Sewer system modification,
3. Sewer separation,
4. Storage facilities

Source controls:

It deals with reducing the amount of pollutants that accumulate during dry weather on
the land surface, streets, and within sewer systems. Minimizing these accumulations
means that during rainstorms there will be a smaller pollutant mass discharged from the
urban land areas to receiving waters. Though, this is the cleanest and most obvious class
of control, long term dependency on a labor force to perform these types of controls
simply difficult.
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Sewer system modification:

This system involves adjusting the flow controls within existing pipe systems to
maximize the carrying capacity of interceptors (Fig. 2.2) or to take advantage of unused
large pipe storage during wet weather. This system also includes flow redirection (Fig
2.3), diverting and reduce the flow to the system (Fig. 2.4). Inflow Reduction can be
done by making detention ponds, inflow reduction by roof leader disconnection (Fig.
2.5), infiltration reduction, repair existing pipe and rehabilitate manholes.

Fig.2.2. Preventing overflow by increasing interceptor sewer capacity (Fordiani, 2006)

Fig.2.3. Preventing overflow by flow redirection (Fordiani, 2006)
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Fig.2.4. Preventing overflow by diverting and reducing flow to the system
(Fordiani, 2006)

Fig.2.5. Roof leader disconnection to reduce flow to the system (Fordiani, 2006)
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Sewer separation:

It is a method of minimizing the amount of street runoff that mixes with sanitary sewage.
However, complete separation is difficult and prohibitively expensive to achieve.
Existing combined sewer systems are likely more than 100 years old and under capacity
for current development. It causes infrastructure replacement and community
disruptions. Even separation done, but future treatment of storm water may be required.
Now a day, this practice within combined-sewered areas is not practiced on a large scale.
Separation is still practiced to solve pollution problems within small portions of
combined sewer areas connected to separated systems or to solve flooding problems
within combined systems where there is inadequate flow capacity. Figure 2.6 shows
sewer separation system.

Fig.2.6. Sewer separation to reduce flow to the treatment plant (Fordiani, 2006)
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Storage facilities:

Storage facilities, basins or tunnels have been extensively used to capture excess runoff
during storm events. Storage allows the maximum use of existing dry weather treatment
facilities and is often the best low cost solution to CSO problems. CSO is stored until
the treatment facilities can treat the excess flows. Fig. 5.8 shows the position of a
storage tank.
Two types of storage:
a) In-line Storage
It is provided in series with the existing sewer system as either construction of new
tanks and/or oversized conduits to provide storage capacity. Tanks are designed to allow
dry weather flows to pass through, while flows above the design peak is restricted,
causing the tanks to fill.

b) Off-line storage
Constructed parallel to the existing system utilizing tanks, conduits, or underground
tunnels having facilities for either draining by gravity or pumping flow to and from
storage.

Fig. 2.7. Design of Storage treatment unit to store and treat CSOs (Fordiani, 2006)
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CHAPTER 3: MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Site description

The study site is the upper bay area (Odaiba) of Tokyo Bay (Fig. 3.1) which is located
at the central part of main island (Honshu), Japan. The bay stretches 50 kilometers north
to south, 20 kilometers east to west and its average depth is 18 m with the western side
being deeper than the east. Its size (960 km2) is forth in Japan and nearly 20 percent of
Japan’s industrial and economic activity is concentrated around the area of this bay
(Furukawa, 2003). This results in a severe population pressure of 26 million people
living in the drainage basin of the bay. As a result, Tokyo Bay is a classic example of an
estuary suffering profoundly due to urbanization and rapid development in its
surrounding areas. The human as well as industrial activity around the bay area causes a
huge amount pollutant and pathogen load into the bay.
Total twelve rivers discharge into Tokyo Bay with major discharge from Tama, Edo and
Ara rivers all located along upper western area of the bay. According to the Japan
Scientists Association 1979, annually, 10 km3 of fresh water from rivers drains into the
bay. The Edogawa River (3.4 km3 of annual fresh water discharge), the Arakawa River
(2.4 km3), the Sumidagawa River (1.6 km3) and the Tamagawa River (1.2 km3)
contribute about 90% of the fresh water that arrives in the bay. Hosokawa (2003) also
mentioned that the annual inflow of fresh water into Tokyo Bay from its rivers is
approximately 1010 cubic meter. Radjawane et. al. (2001) has mentioned that the
monthly mean of the total volume of fresh water discharged into Tokyo Bay was
110m3/s and it ranged from 75m3/s to 250m3/s during the days of August in 1995.
For the rivers entering Tokyo Bay the maximum discharge reaches during the rainy
season in Kanto region (between July and August) and also during the typhoon season
of September and October another high discharge is also expected (Asad, 2006).
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Tokyo Bay

(Ref: maps.google.co.jp)
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Fig. 3.1. Study site and sampling locations (Odaiba area) of Tokyo bay, 2007
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Fig. 3.2. Sampling locations (Odaiba area) of Tokyo Bay, 2004
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3.2 Field sampling

The sampling locations in Odaiba area of Tokyo Bay are shown in Fig. 3.1. To
characterize the rainfall effects on the levels of pathogen and water quality indicators 5
days sampling was done at November, 2007 (11th 12th 14th 21th 28th) just after 26.5 mm
rainfall on November 10th. Sampling was done both at High tide and Low tide. The
rainfall and tidal position during sampling time are shown in figure 3.3. Rainfall data
was collected from Japan Meteorological Agency website (http://www.jma.go.jp) and
the station is Otemachi located near Tokyo Bay. In order to know the vertical
distribution of water quality parameters samples were taken from 3 layers (Surface,
Middle and Bottom). Total 95 samples from 7 sampling stations were collected in order
to know the following water quality parameters: health related bacteria’s and viruses,
nutrients (TN, NH4-N, NO2-N, ＮO3-N, PO4-P, TP), Suspended Solids, Total Organic
carbon, Dissolved Organic Carbon, turbidity, salinity, temperature, Electric
Conductivity, DO and pH. Numerical simulation was performed only at station 3, 4 and
5 due to lack of observed data.
Field observation was also conducted by Mr. Onozawa during his bachelor study in
2004 in the same site of Odaiba. He sampled in the 5 stations in Odaiba (see Fig. 3.2).
Station 3, 2 and 1 is the same place of the present study stations of 3, 4 and 5. As
observation stations 3, 2 and 1 in 2004 coincide with the observation stations 3, 4 and 5
of the present study, the data from those particular stations was used as a secondary data
to validate the numerical modeling.

Sampling

Fig. 3.3. The rainfall and tidal position during sampling at November 11, 2007
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3.3 Analytical methods

Both In- Situ- Measurements in the field and Laboratory analysis (Fig. 3.4) was done.
Water Depth (m), Water Temperature (0C), Conductivity (µS/cm), Dissolved Oxygen
(% and mg/L), pH, and Turbidity (NTU) were measured as an in-situ measurement in
the defined stations using Alec Compact-CTW and sensors. Table 3.1 shows the types
of instruments used for collecting different water quality parameters.
Samples were held on ice during sampling and transport to the laboratory. Afterward,
they were kept in the cold room at 40C. For nutrient analysis membrane filtration was
done except those sample that was used for TN and TP measurement.
For total nitrogen (TN), total phosphorus (TP), NH4+-N, PO43--P, the Auto Analyzer 3AACS- III ( BRAN + LUEBBE) (Fig. 3.5) and Auto Sampler ( BRAN + LUEBBE)
were used and for digestion of the unfiltered sample to analyze the TN and TP,
Autoclave SP 200F (YAMATO Scientific Co. LTD) was used. The analysis was carried
after preparing the reagents and standard solutions as prescribed by the standard manual
of the instrument (AACS III Analysis Method, 1999, BRAN+LUEBBE) and Standard
Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, APHA. The absorbance was
measured at standard wave lengths such as NH4+-N at 630 nm, PO43--P at 880 nm, NO3
–N and NO2–N at 550 nm for specific nutrients to be analyzed. The correlation between
the absorbance and concentration of the standard solutions gives the basis of
measurement for the samples.
Window based BRATTEC Version 5.1 was used as software for the analysis and
measurement processes.
Bacterial and viral (E. coli, T. coli, AdV) data were kindly provided by Furumai-lab,
Department of Urban Engineering (Hongo campus), University of Tokyo. All the
pathogen data are presented as colony-forming units (CFU) per 100 ml of water.
Table 3.1 Instruments for field measurement
Instrument
Alec Compact-CTW
Multisensory (HORIBA U-10)
TOC analyzer (SHIMAZDU TOC-V)
Potassium peroxydisulfate decomposition method
AACS -III Auto Analyzer (BRAN+LUEBBE)
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Parameter
Salinity, Temperature
Turbidity, DO, EC, pH
TOC, DOC, and TN
TP
NH4-N, NO2-N, ＮO3-N, PO4-P

Fig. 3.4 Sampling and Laboratory analysis

Fig. 3.5. Nutrients Analysis AACS III (BRAN+LUBBEE)
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3.4 Numerical Modeling
3.4.1 Model framework

The selection of the model that is apt for a given system is influenced by factors such as
the scale and geometry of the system, the time scale of the processes, the driving forces
in the system, and the physical processes occurring in the system. A brief review of the
various models considered for this study was given in the Chapter 2.4. After the review,
the present numerical model was selected considering its applicability to the coastal
environments similar to Tokyo Bay. The model, first developed by Sasaki and Isobe
(1996) and then later by Koibuchi and Isobe (2001).
This is a three-dimensional, time-variable, hydrodynamic model which solves equations
for Navier-Stokes, conservation of mass, momentum, temperature, salinity, turbulence
kinetic energy and turbulence macroscale. The governing equations and boundary
conditions of this model are presented in the previous chapter (see chapter 2.5).

3.4.2 Model Input

In the present study by this model, the numerical simulations performed with two nested
domains to fit the complex geographical feature around the Odaiba area (Fig. 3.6). The
two computational domains cover the whole region of Tokyo Bay (50km × 66km) and
the Odaiba area (5km × 12.7km) with grid resolutions of 2km and 100m, respectively.
The first domain size is 25x33 grid points and the second domain has 50x127 grid
points. All of the domains have 10 vertical sigma layers. A detailed configuration of the
model is summarized in Table 3.2. These nested grids are able to represent vertical
density gradients and hydrodynamics. The model period is from August 1, 2004, to
October 15, 2004, total 76 days. The time step ∆t = 10 mins for domain 1 and ∆t = 30s
for fine grid domain 2.
Table. 3.2. Boundary conditions and grid resolution
Computational Area
Grid size
Number of grid
Total number of Grid
Computational duration
Time step
Total time step

Domain 1
50km×66km
2000m
25×33×10layer=8250
2920
2004/August/1~October/15
10 minutes
12660step
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Domain 2
5km×12.7km
100m
50×127×10layer=63500
22740
2004/August/1~October/15
30 seconds
218800step

Sanitary pump station
（19 site）
Storm water pump
station（9 site）

Open boundary condition;
Tide, salinity and temperature

Domain 1

Domain 2

Fig. 3.6 Two nested computational domains. Left domain 1, whole bay area and right
domain 2 with pumping station distributions around the Odaiba area
3.4.3 Pathogen model
The modeling of major pathogens of concern (including Enterovirus, Rotavirus, Norovirus, and
Coronavirus) is not usually conducted due to the difficulty of modeling and the lack of
observational data in the study area. We modeled E. coli and Adenovirus by using experimental
data in the study site. The model discussed above has customized and coupled with a
pathogen model (Onozawa et. al. 2005) to simulate E. coli and Adenovirus.
Modeling of Pathogen

Fecal bacteria are subject to a number of fate and transport processes. Fate processes
include die-off, which depends on temperature, pH, nutrients, toxins, salinity and
sunlight intensity, death by predation, as well as growth (cell division) and recovery of
non-culturable cells. Transport processes include advection and dispersion, as well as
settling to and resuspension from the sediment bed (Hellweger and Masopust, 2008).
The mathematical framework employed in the Pathogen model to reflect the fate and transport
process of E. coli and AdV is expressed as follows:

∂  ∂C 
∂C
∂C
∂C
ε i
 − sal ⋅ C
+ ui
+ (− Sink )
=
∂t
∂xi
∂z ∂xi  ∂xi 
Where C denotes concentrations of Pathogen, E. coli or AdV (CFU/100ml), and t is
time. Sink represents the sinking speed of Pathogen. ui denotes flow speed for the
calculation of the advection term. εi denotes the diffusion coefficients. sal denotes the
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salinity-dependent die-off rate (/ppt-day). Here, the die-off due to decay process was
included using a constant decay rate, 2.3 day-1 for E. coli. The survival rate of virus is
higher than coliform. According to Gabriel, 2005, decay rate of AdV is 0.033/hr. So the
equivalent rate of 0.792/day is used for Adv.
Sunlight is generally recognized to be one source by which bacteria are inactivated, due
to UV damage to the bacterial cell (Sinton et. al. 2002). However, this particular target
area has high turbidity that rapidly absorbs UV rays at the sea’s surface. Hellweger and
Masopust (2008) found that as the turbidity in the near-shore areas were higher, which
would increase light extinction and counteract the effect of the shallower water column.
They found that making E. coli die-off a function of sunlight intensity did not improve
their model results. Liu et. al. (2006) also found that making die-off sunlight-dependent
did not improve their model results. Again, Adv can tolerate much greater exposure to
UV radiation than others, because they possess the cell repair mechanisms. As a result,
sunlight-dependent die-off process has been ignored in this model.
The present pathogen model has been developed considering all the input and transport
processes except resuspension from the bottom sediment. Pathogen concentration is
related with particle resuspension which is as a function of wind speed. In shallow
environments, under certain conditions of fetch, wind velocity, bathymetry and bottom
characteristics, resuspension can be generated by wind induced waves. Winds with a
speed >3 m s−1 allow particle resuspension which is effective for depths<1.5 m (Robert
et. al., 1994).
Resuspension process depends mainly on wind speed and water depth. As the depth of
the particular area (11-14m) was very high and wind force was not so strong during
study period, resuspension might not happen in the study area, especially during the
particular period of study. So resuspension effect was not taking into account for the
present study.

Input Boundary Conditions for Pathogen

The treatment plants and pumping stations around the study area discharge huge amount
of pathogen into the Bay. Threre are 4 treatment plant stations (Shibaura, Sunamachi,
Ariake and Morigasaki) in the study area which have a total of 28 pumping stations (Fig.
3.7). Each pumping station have different discharge rate. Onozawa et. al. (2005) was
estimated discharge from each pumping station. According to that the daily total
discharged water volume from 3 main treatment plant areas Shibaura, Sunamachi and
Morigasaki is approximately 644000 ton, 415000 ton and 1198000 ton respectively.
And 40% of Shibaura, 30% of Sunamachi and 65% of total water discharged from
Morigasaki are polluted. So the volume of polluted water from Shibaura, Sunamachi
and Morigasaki is 236000 ton, 131000 ton, 752000 ton respectively. Pumping stations
of Ariake area are new and modern and don’t discharge any significant amount of
pollutants.
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The total area of Shibaura treatment area is 6440ha, which consists of 6 different
pumping stations. The area of each station is almost same. So we can roughly say each
stations area is approximately 1000ha. We know that 40% of water discharged from this
area. So if we multiply this volume with area (1000×0.40) we will get discharge of
polluted water from each pumping station of Shibaura area. The area of Sunamachi and
Morigashaki is 6153ha and 14675ha respectively. Thus we can calculate discharge from
all the pumping stations.
Hellweger and Masopust in the year 2008 applied similar type of modeling to simulate
E-coli in the Charles River, Boston, USA. In this study, they mentioned insufficient data
were available to completely characterize E. coli concentration in the tributaries or
develop such time-variable concentration models. Therefore, they used a constant E-coli
concentration 3.5 × 107 CFU⁄ 100 ml.
In the present study the E. coli concentration in CSO was assigned 33 × 106 CFU⁄ 100
ml which is similar to that was used by Onozawa, et. al. (2005). This is also within the
range for untreated wastewater (106-108 CFU⁄ 100 ml, Metcalf and Eddy, Inc., 2003).
Griffin et. al., 2003, found virus levels in wastewater 9.2 ×104 liter -1. Based on this, in
the present model the used AdV concentration is 1.0 ×104 per 100 ml.
However, this concentration will be diluted with rain water runoff (shown in the
formula below) and eventually finds its way into the bay.
The formulas that were used to estimate pathogen discharge are as follows:
Water flow start time 5 min + Flowing time= Reach time
Flowing time= Length of pipe÷Flow velocity (1 m/s)
Length of pipe= √Treating area×3/2
Rain water runoff= Rainfall Amount× Treating Water Area (ha) ×
Water Flow co-efficient (0.8)
E.coli (CFU/100ml) = (33×106) × (Dry weather sewage) ÷Rain Water Runoff)
Q= A×B/ 24*3600
A= Total treating polluted water volume (ton/day)
B= Area (each pumping station)
Q= Water discharge

Based on the above formula the result found is shown in the table 3.3
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(1) Shibaura area
(1‑1) Sakurabashi
(1‑2) Sakurabashi no2
(1‑3) Akashimachi
(1‑4) Shiodome
(1‑5) Shiodome no2
(1‑6) Shibaura
(1‑7) Tennozu
(2)

Sanitary pump station
（19 site）
Storm water pump
station（9 site）

Sunamachi area
(2‑1) Tsukudajima
(2‑2) Echujima
(3) Ariake area
(3‑1) Ariake north no2
(3‑2) Ariake south no1
(3‑3) Ariake south no2
(3‑4) Daiba no1
(3‑5) Daiba no2
(3‑6) Aomi no1
(3‑7) Aomi no2
(3‑8) Chubo uchigawa
(3‑9) Aomi Futo
(4) Morigasaki area
(4‑1) Samezu
(4‑2) Hamakawa
(4‑3) Yashio
(4‑4) Tokai
(4‑5) Heiwajima
(4‑6) Oomori Higashi
(4‑7) Higashi Kojiya
(4‑8) Haneda
(4‑9) Keihinjima
(4‑10) Jonanjima

Fig.3.7. List and position of pumping stations in the study area
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Table 3.3. Volume of discharge pollutants from the pumping stations
Reach time(min) Assumed discharge (m3/s)
Area(ｋｍ２)
Shibaura area
Sakurabashi
4.8
125
0.273
Sakurabashi no2
4.8
125
0.273
Akashimachi
6.4
165
0.364
Shiodome
8
205
0.455
Shiodome no2
8
205
0.455
Shibaura
16
405
0.910
Tennozu
8
205
0
Shinagawa Futo
8
205
0
Sunamachi area
Tsukudajima
10
255
1.075
Echujima
4
105
0.430
Ariake area
Ariake north
1
30
0
Ariake south
1
30
0
Ariake south
1
30
0
Daiba no1
1
30
0
Daiba no2
1
30
0
Aomi no1
1
30
0
Aomi no2
1
30
0
Chubo
1
30
0
Aomi Futo
1
30
0
Morigasaki area
Samezu
15
380
1.447
Hamakawa
15
380
1.447
Yashio
10
255
0
Tokai
10
255
0
Heiwajima
15
380
1.447
Oomori Higashi
15
380
1.447
Higashi Kojiya
15
380
1.447
Haneda
15
380
1.447
Keihinjima
10
255
0
Jonanjima
10
255
0
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3.4.3 Data source for model validation

In the present study the primary purpose of field observation was to validate the
numerical model with the observed data. But the data was not sufficient due to
difficulties in intensive monitoring. So that observed data was not used for validation.
Instead of that a secondary observation data of E. coli and Adenovirus collected from
the same study site (as discussed in chapter 3.2 ) during August to October 2004 (Fig.
3.8 and Fig. 3.9) were taken from Mr. Onozawa (previous student) to validate the model.
Amount of rainfall at that particular period of modeling experiment was taken from
Japan Meteorological Agency website (http://www.jma.go.jp) is shown in the table 3.4.
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Fig. 3.8. Observed E. coli conc. with amount of precipitation at St. 3, 4 and 5 in 2004
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Fig. 3.9. Observed Adenovirus conc. with amount of precipitation at St. 3, 4 and 5
in 2004
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Precipitation (mm/day)

AdenoVirus
(genome/100mL)

St. 3
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0
7/29
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(genome/100mL)

40
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0

400

Precipitation (mm/day)

AdenoVirus
(genome/100mL)

500

Table. 3.4. Amount of rainfall during August to October 2004
Date
2004.08.03
2004.08.04
2004.08.05
2004.08.06
2004.08.07
2004.08.08
2004.08.09
2004.08.10
2004.08.11
2004.08.12
2004.08.13
2004.08.14
2004.08.15
2004.08.16
2004.08.17
2004.08.18
2004.08.19
2004.08.20
2004.08.21
2004.08.22
2004.08.23
2004.08.24
2004.08.25
2004.08.26
2004.08.27
2004.08.28
2004.08.29
2004.08.30
2004.08.31
2004.09.01
2004.09.02
2004.09.03
2004.09.04
2004.09.05
2004.09.06
2004.09.07
2004.09.08

Rainfall (mm/day)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
32.0
0.0
2.5
4.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.0
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
17.0
0.5
15.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
106.0
2.0
0.0
1.0
0.0

Date
2004.09.09
2004.09.10
2004.09.11
2004.09.12
2004.09.13
2004.09.14
2004.09.15
2004.09.16
2004.09.17
2004.09.18
2004.09.19
2004.09.20
2004.09.21
2004.09.22
2004.09.23
2004.09.24
2004.09.25
2004.09.26
2004.09.27
2004.09.28
2004.09.29
2004.09.30
2004.10.01
2004.10.02
2004.10.03
2004.10.04
2004.10.05
2004.10.06
2004.10.07
2004.10.08
2004.10.09
2004.10.10
2004.10.11
2004.10.12
2004.10.13
2004.10.14
2004.10.15
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Rainfall (mm/day)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
3.0
0.0
0.0
43.0
0.0
9.0
15.0
0.0
0.0
50.0
5.0
0.0
65.0
0.0
46.0
180.0
0.0
2.0
3.0
14.0
0.0
0.0

CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
4.1 Field Observation 2007
4.1.1 Dissolved Oxygen

The dissolved oxygen concentrations in coastal waters shall not be less than 4 mgL-l.
Naturally occurring variations below the criterion specified may occur for short periods.
These variations reflect such natural phenomena as the reduction in photosynthetic
activity and oxygen production by plants during hours of darkness. However, no waste
discharge or human activity shall lower the DO concentration below the specified
minimum. These DO criteria are designed to protect aquatic life species associated with
the aquatic environment (LDEQ, 2000).
According to Ministry of Environment, Japan’s Environmental Quality Standards (EQS)
for coastal water bathing and conservation of natural environment DO value is 7.5 mgL-l
or more.
The concentration below 4mgL-l was found to be happened frequently, where the lowest
value was recorded from the station 6 (2.26 mgL-l). This indicates poor water quality of
the Bay. The mean DO value was recoded as 4.17mgL-l.

Fig. 4.1. Observed mean DO value from all the stations surface water, 2007
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4.1.2 Temperature

Water temperature is very important as it exerts a major influence on the biological
activity and growth of aquatic organisms. It has a great influence on water chemistry.
The rate of chemical reactions generally increases at higher temperature, which in turn
affects biological activity. The enzymes of most organisms work best at temperatures of 20400C. An important example of the effects of temperature on water chemistry is its
impact on oxygen. Warm water holds less oxygen than cool water, so it may be
saturated with oxygen but still not contain enough for survival of aquatic life. Some
compounds are also more toxic to aquatic life at higher temperatures. Un-ionized
ammonia increments with temperature, becoming toxic to both plants and animals
(McCorquodale, et. al., 2005).

Fig. 4.2. Observed mean temperature from all the stations surface water
The mean temperature recorded in the sampling dates of November was 19.2oC. The
mean temperature at the St.1 was lower since the river water was cooler than Bay water.
Temperature of St. 2 which is located near the Shibaura Water Reclamation Centre
(WRC) was found higher. Otherwise, no obvious trend in water temperature was
revealed.

4.1.3 Salinity
The mean Salinity values were lowest at the St. 1, St. 6 and St. 7 (20.3, 21 and 14.7 psu
respectively). The salinity in the St. 1 was low due to its position near the mouth of
Sumida River. The salinity of St. 6 was low as it is land locked location and St. 7 was
the lowest may be due to discharge from Shibaura WRC.
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4.1.4 Conductivity
The mean Conductivity and Specific Conductivities values were low at the stations 1, 6
and 7. This can be explained due to the proximity of these Stations to the mouth of the
river where freshwater enters the lake and land locked position. The highest mean
values for Conductivity were at station 2, 3, 4 and 5, which were located in the inner
part of the Bay. This indicates that the Bay water that is least influenced by fresh water
contained more dissolved salts, which are good conductors. Salinity and EC result was
found very consistent and correlated (Fig. 4.3).

Fig. 4.3. Salinity and EC observed in different station during sampling

4.1.5 pH
The mean pH values for the station near the mouth of the river, was the lowest observed
(pH 6.1). It indicates little bit acidic condition of river water. The pH values increased
as one moved out and away from the mouth (Fig. 4.4). The mean surface water pH was
found 6.75.

Fig. 4.4. Observed water pH at different stations
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4.1.6 Turbidity and Suspended Solids (SS)

Figure 4.2, 4.3 and 4.5 shows Temperature, Salinity, Turbidity and Suspended Solids at
the water surface obtained from the direct measurement. Water near the river outlet was
of low-saline, high temperature and high SS and highly turbid. The reason for the high
temperature was that river water was a little warmer than seawater in the season.
Salinity gradually increased toward the open sea. There is a good positive correlation
exists between observed Turbidity and SS (Fig. 4.6).

Fig. 4.5. Turbidity and SS observed in different stations during sampling

Fig. 4.6. Correlations between SS and Turbidity in the surface layer
Suspended particles (SS) in seawater play an important role in material transport. High
turbidity layers in the vicinity of the bottom have been frequently observed in coastal
areas and also on continental shelves and the large volume of suspended matter within
these layers are believed to have a significant effect on material recycling processes. In
coastal areas, resuspension and deposition of sediment due to tidal influences is
predominant. Surface SS sink to the bottom going through river to the sea. Coagulations
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and resuspension also occur near the bottom. Higher turbidity in the bottom layers of
the stations (fig. 4.7) supports the above phenomenon.
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Fig. 4.7. Vertical distribution of Turbidity at St. 3(left), 4(middle) and 5(right)
Figure 4.8 shows the correlation between surface salinity and turbidity for all data
obtained from the continuous measurement. This linear relation suggests that the
process of turbidity decay along the bay axis was mainly caused by “dilution” of the
dirty river water with the clean seawater, not by particle settling to a deep layer. It also
suggests that the salinity distribution in the bay can be estimated by using turbidity as a
tracer.
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Fig. 4.8. Correlations between Salinity and Turbidity in the surface layer
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2.6

4.1.7 Total Organic Carbon (TOC)

The temporal and spatial fluctuations of TOC were little with the average value of 2.6
mg/l for all samples. Figure 4.9 shows the spatial and temporal distribution of TOC.

3
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6

7

Fig. 4.9. Spatial and temporal variation of TOC
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4.1.8 Nutrients
Nutrient levels during the background surveys were found higher at St.1 and St. 7 (Fig.
4.10). St.1 located near Sumida River and St. 7 near Shibaura Reclamation Centre. So
even in normal day, without storm effect normal discharge from Sumida River and
Shibaura Reclamation Centre may be the cause of higher nutrient level.
In all the cases surface nutrient have higher concentration (Fig. 4.11). Surface water less
dilutes with sea water may be the cause. It was found to have inverse correlations
among salinity and nutrients (Fig. 4.12).

Fig. 4.10. Spatial and temporal variation of NH4 –N and PO4 –P during low tide
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Fig. 4.11 Vertical distribution of water nutrient at St. 2 (upper), St. 3 (middle) and St. 5
(Lower) during low tide, 2007
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Fig. 4.12. Co-relation between Salinity and nutrient. Upper graphs show Nov 11, at all
stations and graphs below is St.1 at all the sampling days during low tide, 2007.

4.1.9 Pathogen
According to Ministry of Environment, Japan the standard of bathing for Fecal
Coliform is 1000 (CFU/100 mL) and according to US EPA that is 235 (CFU/100mL).
Though Fecal Coliform includes not only E. coli, in this area majority comes from E.
coli.
Figure 4.13 shows that just after 26.5 mm rainfall of Nov 10, concentration of E. coli
and AdV increased tremendously and surpluses the standards. After 2 days the plume
was found decreased again. Concentration at some stations increased again in normal
days (Nov. 21 and 28) may be due to re-suspension from sediment or dry weather
discharge from the STPs or input from any other sources. Figure 4.14 shows that
concentration decrease with distance from the source of discharge.
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Fig. 4.13. Spatial and temporal variation of pathogen observed in 2007
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Fig. 4.14. Distribution of pathogen with distance from Sumida river mouth observed in
2007
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4.2 Model calibration
4.2.1 Bay-wide model calibration
The hydrodynamics in the Bay-wide model (domain 1, large grid) were first simulated
and the results of temperature, salinity and water surface level elevation were used as an
open boundary to simulate domain 2 (fine grid). The model was simulated and validated
by comparison with the observed data for a period of two and half months from August
1st to October 15th, 2004. The output result was presented in an hourly basis. The simulation
and observation results of temperature and salinity patterns in the Bay-wide scale grid are
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Fig. 4.15 Comparison between modeled and measured temperature at surface and bottom
(depth was 12 m) near downstream of Odaiba, Tokyo Bay (2004)
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shown in the Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16 respectively. The simulation results show stratification,
mixing, and an upwelling phenomenon.
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Fig. 4.16. Comparison between modeled and measured Salinity at surface and bottom (depth
was 12 m) near downstream of Odaiba, Tokyo Bay (2004)
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4.2.2 Fine grid model calibration
a) Temperature and salinity calibration
A comparison between observation and a calculation results are shown in figure 4.17 for
temperature and figure 4.18 for salinity in a fine grid scale (domain 2 in Fig. 3.5). Variations
between the simulated and observed values were generally less than 2.5°C and 2 psu through the
water column. The timing and periods of upwelling events were captured accurately. After rain
fall, river discharge was increased remarkably. Model results adequately represent precipitation
variation events and their effects.
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Fig. 4.17. Comparison between modeled and measured Temperature at surface water
(2004)
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Fig. 4.18. Comparison between modeled and measured Salinity at surface water of Odaiba
(2004)
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b) Calibration of E. coli
Figure 4.19 shows a comparison between modeled and measured E. coli. The E. coli
concentrations appeared to be significantly different among the stations. However, St. 3 and St.
5 show relatively higher concentration than St. 4. It may be due to the enclosed bathymetry of
St.4. As St. 4 located comparatively more land locked position (near Daiba Kaihin Park), in this
place wind force is not so strong like station 3 and 5. Again concentration also depends mainly
on the river discharge, pumping station discharge and discharge from sewage treatment plant
(STP). St. 3 and 5 contains higher discharge from river and STPs, due to their closest proximity
and open position.
The temporal variability of concentration occurred due to mainly storm with CSO discharge.
The main rainfall induced CSO discharge were occurred on August 15 (32mm), August 29
(16mm), August 31(16 mm), September 4 (106mm), September 30 (15mm), October 5 (65mm)
and the biggest one on October 9 (180mm) leaded to higher concentrations. The result also
reveals that the increasing rates of E. coli do not agree with levels of precipitation. Even in
small precipitations, E. coli significantly increased.

c) Calibration of Adenovirus

To verify if the model was generating similar AdV concentrations as those observed in
the field, the AdV concentrations from the field and the model were presented
graphically (Fig. 4.20). This was a check on the mass of the pollutant loading. Moreover,
if there was any difference in the orientation of the predicted plume and the plume
observed in the field, this check would verify whether the model can actually predict the
concentrations observed in the field.
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Fig. 4.19 Comparison between modeled and measured E. coli at surface water of Odaiba
(2004)
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Fig. 4.20. Comparison between modeled and measured AdV at surface water of Odaiba (2004)
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4.3 Numerical experiment

Variations in levels of E. coli are directly correlated with the discharge from pumping
stations, tidal currents, river discharges, wind velocity and density distributions. Death
rate also affects pathogen concentration significantly. As a result, the distributions of
CSO differ according to timing, even when the level of discharge is the same (Onozawa
et. al., 2005).
Numerical experiments were performed for without death rate and no wind action case.
The model captures the increase in E. coli concentration when the death rate was
omitted (Fig 4.21) and concentration decrease when there was no wind velocity (Fig.
4.22). The same type of result was also found for AdV (Fig. 4.23).
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Fig. 4.21 Comparison between with and without death rate result of modeled E. coli conc.
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Fig. 4.22. Comparison between with and without wind action result of modeled E. coli conc.
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Fig. 4.23. Comparison between with and without death rate (up) and with and without wind
action (down) result of modeled AdV concentration at St. 3 (2004)

4.4 Nowcast simulation of pathogen

Figure 4.24 shows temporal variations tidal levels and Pathogen concentrations.
Pathogen come in Odaiba area from three different treatment plant areas. Shibaura and
Sunamachi area are located at the upper bay location from the Odaiba area. Morigasaki
has the largest area, but is located in the lower bay location from the Odaiba area (See
Fig. 3.1). In this spring tide period, Small precipitation (16mm/hr) was measured at
August 29th. The levels of E. coli and AdV increased rapidly after the rainfall event, due
mainly to discharges from all the 3 STPs. As it was spring tide period tidal ranges was
reached 200 cm. So effluent from Morigasaki also reached the Odaiba area.
In contrast, figure 4.25 shows a large precipitation (180mm/hr) case under the neap tide
period. In this period, only the upper bay’s CSO’s arrived at the Odaiba area. No
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Tide level (cm)

contributions from the Morigasaki area took place. So it is found that pathogen
concentrations reached maximum levels after small precipitation events, but did not
increase that much under large precipitation event.
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Fig. 4.24. Effect of rainfall and tides for Pathogen variations under the small storm
event at St.4
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
5.1 Field Observation

Influence of rainfall and the associated CSO was observed by field sampling. The water
quality parameters, water nutrients and pathogen level in the water column were found
to be highly variable. The water quality and water nutrients observation was done to
understand the general trend and to use as a supportive data. The main emphasis was
given to pathogen and E. coli and AdV was used as an indicator of rainfall induced CSO
contamination.
The pathogen concentration exhibits significant spatial and temporal structure at scales
not resolved by present monitoring programs. This is generally consistent with the
findings of other researchers for other water bodies (e.g., Shibata et. al., 2004; Whitman
and Nevers, 2004; Hellweger and Masopust, 2008). The observed data indicated the
presence of pathogen plume associated with the wet weather. Pathogen level increased
significantly after rainfall. However, the pathogen data collected to quantify the source
was rather too little.
The highly variability of indicator contaminants over time is not unlikely in the area like
Odaiba, where there would be continuous mixing and transport of contaminants along
with the flow. Therefore collecting a single daily sample would not adequately
characterize the dynamics and distribution of contaminants. To avoid or to minimize
this uncertainty, high frequency sampling is necessary. But frequent sampling and
monitoring is very difficult. To avoid this, a numerical modeling is done as a potential
alternative to monitoring. Hellweger and Masopust, 2008 also pointed out the same
things in their modeling of E. coli.
However, accurate and ample field data are necessary for adequate calibration of a
numerical model. The field sampling performed in the Odaiba area of Tokyo Bay on
November, 2007 was not adequate to calibrate the model. So, secondary data taken
during 2004 was used to calibrate the model.

5.2 Numerical Modeling

CSOs contribute high pollutant loads, relative to dry weather flows, but for short
periods of time and at randomly distributed intervals. Concern has arisen about the
relative impact of these pollutant sources on coastal water quality. The effects on the
flow distribution and water quality within Tokyo Bay have been investigated by the
development and refinement of a three-dimensional hydrodynamic, water quality and
pathogen model which includes inputs mainly from river drainage and CSOs from STPs
and pumping stations located near the study area. The present model predictions have
generally shown good agreement between measured field data and calculated data in all
three stations.
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It was found that concentrations of Pathogen vary widely according to space and time.
The density distributions produced by the balance of tides and discharges from river and
STPs have very complex effects. The big storms with CSO discharge were occurred on
August 15 (32mm), August 29 (16mm), September 4 (106mm), October 5 (65mm) and
October 9 (180mm) leaded to higher concentrations of pathogen. In contrast, a
significantly higher plume was also found after a small rainfall (4mm) of August 23rd.
This is significant, because it shows that high pathogen levels are not necessarily tied
with amount of downpour. Even in small precipitations, pathogen significantly
increased. Hellweger and Masopust, 2008 also found the same type of result during
their E. coli modeling.
Fig. 4.24 shows after the small rainfall event (16mm) on August 29, the levels of E. coli
increased rapidly due to mainly discharges from the Sunamachi and Chibaura STPs
(located at the upper bay near Odaiba area, see Fig.3.1). In contrast, under the largest
rainfall event on October 9 (180mm) did not increase the level so much in compare with
smaller rainfall events due to mixing and tidal force. These kinds of results would be
impossible to understand only from observation. The model successfully captured
complex distributions of pathogen and helped our understanding of pathogens
contaminations.
The predicted pathogen levels were higher for spring tides than for neap tides. During a
spring tide, the effluent plume from the lower bay spread faster and reaches Odaiba area.
Even in a dry weather conditions little bit increased concentration occurred for a spring
tide, whereas for wet weather conditions, the neap tide results showed an increase in the
pathogen concentrations at all the stations. For dry weather conditions, the pathogen
loads originated mainly from the river Sumida, whereas for wet weather conditions, the
main load came from the pumping stations. During dry weather conditions, the
predicted pathogen concentrations were significantly below the mandatory standard
required to comply with the bathing water standard. Kashefipour et. al., 2002 also found
similar type of result, when they studied in the Fylde Coast, UK.
There are however some significant discrepancies. The model captures that
concentration decreases faster than the observed data. Calculation results shows usually
after 2 days concentration decrease 1 order of magnitude, where as observation data
shows that the higher plume sometime remains about a week (Fig. 4.14). Ackerman and
Weisberg (2003) also found similar result after observation in Santa Monica Bay,
California, US. They found bacterial concentrations returned to background levels in 5
days for all size of rain events. It may be because the increase is due to a more local
effect, CSO discharge from upper river continues for longer time not included in the
model.
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The current standard for acceptably safe beaches for swimming set by of the Ministry of
the Environment of Japan is a fecal coliform rate of 1000 coliforms unit per 100mL
(CFU/100mL). According to US EPA this rate is even lower, 235 CFU/100mL. This
index of fecal coliform includes not only E. coli but also others. However, it is well
known that the majority of the fecal coliform in this area comes from E. coli. Therefore,
we use a value of 1000 CFU/100ml E. coli as the standard for the safety of swimming in
the sea. The calculation results reveal that most of the time of the storm prone period
(August-September) of Japan violates standard for swimming.
Understanding the effects of physical factors is important to know the fate and
distributions of pathogens. Such an understanding is in turn highly related to the
assessment of sanitary risks in urban coastal zones. Occasional elevated pathogen level
due to storm induced CSO have been causing the bathing waters of Odaiba failed to
comply with the mandatory water quality standards (see Fig. 4.13). These failures have
become one of the major threats to the local tourist industry. Many field measuring
studies have been undertaking by various researchers in the Tokyo Bay. But these types
of monitoring studies have been unable to provide robust quantitative data and thereby
ascertain the impact of capital improvement schemes on the bathing water quality.
Numerical experiments were thus conducted to examine the variations in rates of E. coli
and AdV according to time and space.
The E. coli concentration and associated loading from streams can be affected by
numerous factors, including runoff and discharge and resuspension from the sediment
bed (Olyphant et. al., 2003; Haack et. al., 2003). It was investigated whether
resuspension phenomenon was happened during study period or not. From the
observation data (Fig 3.8) it was found that though there was no antecedent rainfall,
concentration of E. coli increased up to 1000 CFU/100 ml at St.3 and St. 5 in August
12th. Though, this phenomenon was not seen in case of AdV (Fig. 3.9).
It is well known that pathogen can attach with sediment. So pathogen concentration is
positively related with particle resuspension which is as a function of wind speed. Wind
has a direct effect on the suspended matter concentration in the shallow (<2 m) water
above the tidal flats, but not necessarily in the water of the deep (7-25 m) main channels
(Jonge and Beusekom, 1995). In shallow environments, under certain conditions of
fetch, wind velocity, bathymetry and bottom characteristics, resuspension can be
generated by wind induced waves. Only austral trade winds with a speed >3 m s−1 allow
particle resuspension which is effective for depths<1.5 m (Robert et. al., 1994).
According to Arfi et. al. (1993), the wind speed for resuspension seemed to be >3 m s-1
for water depth of 1.0-1.2 m and bottom shear stress > 0.5 N m-2. Sediment
resuspension may occur at wind speeds exceeding 6–8 m s−1 for a water depth of 3m
could contribute significantly to enterococci conc in the overlying water (Roselev et. al.,
2008).
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So it is clear that resuspension process depends mainly on wind speed and water depth.
The observation data (Fig 3.4) shows that at that time wind velocity was about 7m/s.
and the depth of the study area (St 3 = 11m and St 5 = 14m) was also higher. So it needs
very strong wind for resuspension at St 3 and 5. As wind was not so strong during
sampling time, the suspected resuspension might not be happened during the particular
time. So resuspension effect was not included in the model.
Similar phenomenon of abnormal increase of E. coli (Fig. 3.8) again found during
September 22nd. Though at that time 4.5 mm rainfall was observed (Table 3.4) along
with 11 m/s and 8 m/s wind flow at November 21st and November 22nd respectively.
Ackerman and Weisberg, 2003 studied on the relationship between rainfall and beach
bacterial concentrations on Santa Monica beaches, CA, USA. They found that every
storm larger than 25 mm and 91 percent of the rain events between 6 mm and 25 mm
resulted in an increase in the number of sites failing water quality standards. Where as
for storms smaller than 2.5 mm, there was almost no increase. So as it was 4.5 mm
rainfall at September 22nd, it is not clear whether the increase E. coli concentration was
happened due to rainfall, resuspension or any other unidentified sources.
The modeled result (Fig. 5.1) shows that occurrence of E. coli did not correlate well
with that of AdV. It may be due to the difference in discharge input and survival rate in
water column. This is also consistent with the findings of Jiang et. al. (2007). They
found in their study that occurrence of human entroviruses did not correlate with that of
Fecal Indicator Bacteria. Fong et. al. (2004) also pointed out that Coliform standard
often fail to predict the occurrence of many waterborne human pathogens.

Fig. 5.1. Relationship between simulated E. coli and AdV
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5.3 Potential Model Improvements

Although the model reproduces the major features of the spatial and temporal pathogen
patterns, there is room for improvement. Major uncertainties are likely in the timevariable inflow concentration (i.e., first flush), other sources (direct runoff), variable
die-off rate (solar radiation), settling and storage in the sediment bed. In this model a
constant input of pathogen and constant die-off rate is used for lack of time-variable
data.
As there was no evident of resuspension in the study area, the model does not include
resuspension effect due to currents and wind waves. However, to use this model in the
other area with a broader aspect, some model development would be required to account
for sediment transport linked with pathogen component. Incorporating sunlightdependent die-off will also likely require accounting for spatially and temporally
variable light extinction.
Additional calibration and ⁄ or validation over a longer period would also be beneficial,
which would require more data collection. This should include additional pathogen
density surveys as well as hydrodynamic data.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

6. 1 Guideline and Recommendation

From the literature review (chapter 2.6) it is found that,
1. Separation of sewer is difficult, expensive and not practical.
2. Construction costs of big volumes storage for large storm are very high and are
highly dependent on geography, geology, and land use condition.
From the present modeling results it is clear that,
1. Distribution and dynamics of pathogens is very complex. So it is very difficult to
make forecast warning effectively for the beach swimmers.
2. Small size of rainfall events can also cause significant increase of pathogen load
to the bay water.
3. Larger storm event is not so frequent and loadings from larger storms usually
represent only a small fraction of the total annual CSO. and

So considering all the above mentioned facts, it can be recommended that,
1. Utilization of relatively small volumes of low cost retention storage tank can be
effective in retaining pollution loadings from small, frequent storm events.
2. Small size of storage system (200 to 400 cubic feet per acre) can effectively
address much of the CSO problem (NRC, 1993). The Kisshoin Trunk Sewer in
Kyoto, Japan have a storage capacity of 13000 m3 can store 5mm/hr rainfall
(Morita Hiroaki, 2003). It can also store first flash of a big storm. How to and
where to construct a storage tank has shown in chapter 2.6 of literature review.
3. For big storm case, awareness should create to avoid swimming. All kind of
beach activities should be restricted until at least 3 days following a big storm.
4. Once the small rain can be protected by installing reservoir facilities, then only
consider about big storms. Otherwise people have to restrain from swimming
both after small and big size of storms.
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6.2. Summary and Conclusion

The present study observed the spatial and temporal patterns of pathogen in the Odaiba
area, Tokyo Bay. The pathogen levels in the water column were found to be quite
variable spatially and temporarily. And there is not a consistent relationship between
rainfall or input and elevated pathogen concentrations. Outfalls may discharge rapidly
and consistently after major storms, but the transport of the plume to another location
variable with time, depending on hydrodynamic and tidal conditions.
A mechanistic coupled hydrodynamic and water quality model was constructed, which
can reproduce the general spatial and temporal patterns of E. coli and AdV in the Tokyo
bay. The model demonstrated that the pumping stations located near the study area are
the predominant source of pathogen to the bay. In a similar manner, Liu et. al. (2006)
used a model to demonstrate that the water quality at a beach located between two
pollutant sources can be influenced by either source, depending on the current direction.
McCorquodale et. al. (2004) also used a model to demonstrate that instream transport
can change significantly depending on the hydrodynamic conditions.
The distributions and dynamics of pathogen were found very complex. Modeling result
shows that high pathogen levels are not necessarily consistent with amount of rainfall.
Even small precipitations can cause significant increase of pathogen concentration
especially in the near shore areas. So small precipitation event should also be considered
in developing management plan of coastal waters.
This study demonstrated the utility of hydrodynamic and water quality modeling for
predicting spatial and temporal patterns of E. coli and AdV in the water body of Odaiba.
The factors affecting pathogen concentration will vary from system to system, but this
study demonstrated that high-resolution spatial and temporal patterns observed in E. coli
and AdV can be explained using present modeling technology. This technology should
be considered as a potential alternative to the nearly impossible intensive monitoring,
when constructing management systems.
The model can be significantly improved by extending the range of conditions used for
calibration and doing several model improvements (discussed above). Monitoring of
pathogen at STPs and inflowing River discharges at daily or higher temporal resolution
should provide the data to support and validate the improved model.
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Considering water quality in general, and pathogen concentration in particular as an
additional objective could be beneficial. Releases via pumping station could, for
example, be done at night, to prevent drawing the pumping stations and connected
rivers plume into the recreational area of Odaiba sea beach during the day.
Establishment and management of storage tanks or reservoirs based on multiple
objectives is very worth full. Relatively small size of storage can be effective to address
most of the CSO problem caused by small and frequent storm events. Which is also
effective to treat the polluted most first flush. And for larger storm event, it can be
created awareness among sea goers, or ban swimming in the beach until after 3 days of
big storm.
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